( 1) may be written, with the substitution co= cos 0, in the form ( 3 ) where 4)-=-0(r,z,co,yo,E) and Gm G(r,z,co,co,E).
Quasi-cartesian coordinatesm3) will be introduced to solve the above equation.
In place of (r,z,q)), we take as independent variables
X=r cos yo
The physical meaning of these new variables is as follows:
On a plane perpendicularly intersecting the cylinder axis at the point Z=z, it is possible to draw a straight line which would be the projection of the direction of neutron motion.
Then Y is the shortest distance from this line to the cylinder axis and X the distance along this line from the point nearest the cylinder axis to the present position of the neutron.
The direction of neutron motion is taken as positive.
The X-and Yaxes form cartesian coordinates on the plane.
Equation ( 
We shall further define a new variable R which is a vector pointing in the direction of the neutron motion measured from the new origin described below, for the reduction of Eq. ( 5) 
Equation ( 7 ) can be easily solved by integrating along the neutron trajectories in space under the condition that Y='r sin p const., and the resulting solution is ( 8 ) In order to evaluate the integrals in thee above equation, the integration is performed over the interval (R,_,, R,) on the assumption that:
(1) the coefficient IT (R,E) is constant in the mesh intervals (R,_,, R,); (2) the quantity Gil (R,E) can be approximated by a sectionally linear function(9) containing R.
Hence Eq. ( 8 ) can be reduced to an equation in matrix notation: ( 9 ) Here the flux 0" (R"Ei) and the quantity G" (12,,Ei) are denoted in abbreviated form by column vectors whose elements are C; and and E,,F, and H, are diagonal matrices with elements E6, F6 and W, respectively, for j-1,2j. The subscripts ij in the above matrices correspond to a 'set of mesh points (Ri,E,).
Further,
F" (10) Thus the transport equation ( 1 ) is solved in the form ( 9 ) (1) The neutron flux 4)(r,12(a), p),u) can be approximated by a step function with respect to Dko, DJp and .du. (2) The elastic scattering cross section (r , u) and the distribution function Ail, u) can also be approximated by a step function with respect to Au. By applying the Newton-Cotes quadrature to the integration over u and mechanical quadrature to the integration over p, the integral may be reduced to the form of summations.
For this purpose p is divided into the discrete mesh points ,u,,.(m=1,2"M) in the interval (-1, 1), and (I) into the discrete intervals p(n=1,2 P) in conformity with 6Vp-1,2"P) which are the abscissas of the Gaussian quadrature with weights ,32,. The (/),,'s are determined further on by knowing the quantities con,o, m and a,,. Here co, and co" are the cosine angles of the scattered and incident neutrons, respectively, and a, the cosine of the scattering angle in the laboratory system.
From the relationships between p and a, and between the cosine of angles of the incident and scattered neutrons, and further, letting GL(r,,f2,,,, kJ) = X X a-,"T gt.),,(r)00("")-(r), If one wants to calculate Eq. ( 9 ) with a boundary condition at a core surface normal to the cylinder axis, one may add an alternate boundary condition instead of the above reflection condition, i.e. 0(C3, r, co, p, E) is given as inpiit for 0<co<1 in the intervals, 0<co<277, 0<r<C2 for each energy mesh, where z-=C, indicates a core surface.
The remaining problem is how to choose the phase space meshes in accordance with the R-meshes included in the flux 0 and source term G in Eq.( 9).
If we choose a set of phase space meshes (r, z, cop, 9,) corresponding to the R,_-mesh, then another set of meshes (ri, Zi, (Op, WI) can be chosen corresponding to the R,-1-mesh by double linear interpolations either with respect to the g-and p-meshes, or with respect to the z-and co-meshes. Here C2p WIT ji(r' , a') +4pcCi(re, z')J.
In the above expressions the replacement of the total cross section means that the above equation is calculated in the same manner as was applied for plane geometry (9) 0(r, , S2 (co p, cog) , E) = E(r', z,,, a', cop, E)0(g1 a'',121(cop, yo'), E) and respectively. Here S,, is the source strength, the macroscopic cross section, h1+h2=li the length of the cylinder, Ro the radius of the cylinder,t;b4=It(Ror), b5=It(Ro+r), b6= Et^Rg-r2, and the function G is given in Ref.(I2) . For the present instance we choose h=40 cm, R--10 cm, 1', =O. 2 cm-, and So.-47c/cm3. and with the NIOBE calculations at distances of 10, 20 and 40 cm from the core face of the BSR-I reactor (Fig. 4) . The measurements were carried out along the center-line of the reactor midplane in the BSR-I water medium by Verbinski et al.(") In the NIOBE calculation the angle taken was co= 0.617(52'0, and in the MENE calculation (0=0.587(54').
Fair agreement is seen between the MENE calculations and the measurements, while the NIOBE-calculated spectra present some discrepancies at r=-10 and 20 cm, which can be attributed to difference in the geometry of the source. [ NOTATIONS]
IV . DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
2: Unit vector in the direction of neutron motion 0(r, 2, E): Neutron angular flux-the number of neutrons with energy E per unit energy per unit solid angle, moving in the direction 12 and crossing in unit time a unit area at r on a plane normal to the direction of neutron motion ,(r, E): Position-dependent total macroscopic cross section at energy E X ,(r;lif' Position-dependent differential scattering cross section which describes the probability that a neutron with energy E' and direction 12' undergoes a scattering collision at r which places it into unit solid angle about 12 with new energy E in unit energy S(r, 12, E) : True source-the number of neutrons with energy E and moving in the direction /2 at a position r per unit volume in unit Position-dependent macroscopic elastic scattering cross section at lethargy u p: 1/M n(r): Neutron density (n/cm3) at r e(u): Microscopic scattering cross section at lethargy u 21'(r, a): Position-dependent macroscopic inelastic scattering cross section at lethargy u A.(E')O(E'(E+ E")): Probability of a neutron slowing down from an energy E' into another energy E by inelastic scattering, with E" representing the constant energy difference between the u-th energy level and the ground state of the nucleus, and 5(x) Dirac's 5-function.
